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The Community Involvement
^ogram (CIP) has been
on
jmpus for almost one year
Under the program, 137
(onomically disadvantaged stu
nts have been enrolled at
jOP. During the year there has
been a tutorial program to
students with
Kip the CIP
heir studies.
Last spring, the Black Student
;nion (BSU) presented some de
mands, causing university offiaiis to institute the CIP pro
p-am one year earlier than they
planned. Dr. John Diamond
;as made director of commun-y involvement, CIP being one
i his responsibilities. Plans
rere made for admitting 200
conoically disadvantaged
high risk" students from Stocksin.
Last fall, 50 freshmen from
:ocal high schools and about 87
xansfers from Delta entered
"OP through the CIP program.
Since then only four have left
HOP (a drop-out rate lower
San that of UOP as a whole).
The representation of ethnic
groups in CIP is proportionately
tout equal to the percentages
if minority groups in Stockton's
population. There are also some
rhite students in the program.
The Ford Foundation has giva grant which has funded
he entire CIP program. This
jrant, however, will probably
erminate at the end of next
•ear. The faculty has also dolated $9000 to CIP.
Although, many problems and
misunderstandings have been
^countered, Dr. Diamond feels
:he 200 student maximum enaliment in the program will

be reached next fall. Presently,
more students are taking gen
eral courses. The majority have
sociology as a major. In addi
tion, most of the students are
vocationally oriented. Also next
year, a third full-time staff
member will be hired for the
program.
With the start of the 69-70
academic year, a tutorial pro
gram for CIP students was
established under the director
ship of Yvonne Allen. She said
the true purpose of her pro
gram is "to augment the aca
demic progress of the students."
The program helps the students
in areas in which they are illprepared. The most help is
needed in English, where tutor
ing is conducted on a one-toone basis. There is also a large
need for math and science tu
toring, which is conducted in
groups.
All the tutors are UOP stu
dents. Some are paid for thenwork and others are volunteers.
Tutors must be at least sopho
mores and are chosen on the
basis of real interest in CIP
and on financial need.
One of the major problems
encountered in CIP has been
the assimilation of the CIP stu
dents into the whole university
life. Almost all the students live
at home and therefore, "the
campus seems to be integrated
by day but not by night," com
mented Allen. As a result, tu
tors have had to act as Big Bro
thers and Sisters to supply CIP
students
with
information
which is usually obtained in
regular dormitory life. In ans
wer to some recent BSU de
mands, there are now 39 CIP
students living on campus.
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 4)

lousing Passes New
Off-Campus Policy
In a meeting last week, the
niversity Housing Committee
assed a resolution allowing
)th Junior and Senior women
i live off-campus if they so
sired.
The decision was promoted
due to an increased demand
from the student body to allow
all upper division students to
tove off-campus. In addition,
the housing offices feels that
'•his will make more dormatory
space available to new students.
The University allowed Sen
ior women to live off-campus
lor the first time last year, but
surprisingly few women chose
to take advantage of their new
freedom. The Housing office
reports that only sixty of their
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CIP Examines Year
by Dean Robbins

K

one hundred applications for
off-campus housing were filed,
and of these, only thirty women
actually chose to remain offcampus.
While UOP receives approxi
mately 200 new applying stu
dents each year, the percentage
moving and remaining off-campus is increasing only slightly.
It appears that students find
on-campus housing more con
venient in terms of quiet study
areas, extra-curricular activities,
and proximity to where the ac
tion is.
The University is making ten
tative plans for construction of
new dormatories on the new
north campus site to accommo
date an ever-expanding student
body.

Rafferty Opponent
Slates Discussion
Wilson Riles, candidate for
State Superintendent of Instruc
tion, will be on campus Mon
day, April 27 at 3 p.m in Callison Lounge to meet with inter
ested students and faculty. Riles
will be discussing the education
al crisis and the need to remove
politics from the schools.
Riles holds an honorary doc
torate from Pepperdine College
and has worked his way from a
consultant in the California De
partment of Education to his
present position of Deputy Su
perintendent within that span of
12 years. As director of com
pensatory education he was re
sponsible for a one hundred
million dollar program which
has been recognized as one of
the best in the nation.
He also served as the Chief
of the Deparmtent's Bureau of
Intergroup Relations before be
coming Associate Superintend
ent. His experience also includ
ed working directly with and for
children as an elementary
school teacher for fourteen
years.
ELECTION RESULTS
Presidency (runoff) Seidman,
Graves
Vice Presidency
Stanton
Treasurer
Nunez
Secretary
Darden
Head Cheerleader Henderson
Head
Songleader (runoff)
Adams, Tribou
Men's Interdorm S e n a t o r
Sherwood, Vaughn
Women's Interdorm Senator
Edleman
Off Campus Senator Urbani,
Mondloch, Baker, Ruzell,
Lewis
Pann hellenic Senator Skills
I.F.C. Senator
Loyd
Rally Commissioner
Follins
Referendum (did not pass)
Yes-742, No-520

Tunney Speaks of Fraud
To Sparse Pacific Crowd
by Bob McLean
Congressman John V. Tunney
continued his senatorial cam
paign here last Friday, speak
ing to about a hundred students
and pressmen in the Greek
Theater. During his forty-five

diplomat to the Paris
Peace Talks.
Tunney went on to criticize
US programs in Vietnam. He
claimed that the pacification
and hamlet programs there are
a fraud. He also said that our
Vietnamization program is bas
ed on a false premise that of a
military victory in Vietnam. Ac
cording to the congressman,
this is impossible.
ranking

FARM WORKERS
In a speech given at the end
of March, Tunney said that he
believed that farm workers
should have bargaining power.
He reiterated this Friday, but
went on to say that he does
not believe that elected officials
should walk on picket lines.
The congressman went on to
speak about higher education in
California. He said that higher
education today is subject to
much politics but thinks that
minute stop over at UOP, Tun this will continue to a greater
ney spoke on many national degree in the future.
issues, including this country's
He called for the state col
deepening involvement in
lege system to be financed only
Southeast Asia.
through the income tax struc
The United States, Tunney ture and not through property
said, is following the same taxes. He said that under the
course in Cambodia as we did property tax, it is the poor who
in Vietnam. He cited the advis are paying for education of the
ory troop divisions which we rich.
have sent into that country as
BUSSING
an example. We are spending
Tunney concluded with re
$250 million to support that marks on the "bussing situation
country's civil war over opium, in Los Angeles. "Bussing is one
tool that can be used to bring
he said.
QUAGMIRE
about racial equality," he said,
"I have heard of the domino "and it will work in some plac
theory," he said, "but I believe es." He suggested some other
that we are becoming involved alternatives for the LA situa
in a quagmire in Southeast tion, including increased funds
Asia." The congressman called for bussing, the redrawing of
on the president to withdraw school district lines, new school
all American troops from Cam locations, and, as a long term
bodia and to appoint a high plan, new housing patterns.

UOP Hosts Speech Tournament
Next Friday and Saturday
UOP will host the California
High School Speech Association
State Championship Tourna
ment. Speakers from all parts
of California will debate whe
ther congress should prohibit
further unilateral US interven
tion in foreign countries.
QUALIFICATIONS
Donovan Cummings, Edison
High School speech coach and
CHSSA President says, "The
most outstanding speakers from
schools throughout California
will be competing for top hon
ors." How good are these speak
ers? Cummings adds, "Califor
nia champions at the national
tournament last year won more
high honors than speakers from
any other state."

ROOM SHORTAGE

The tournament is so large,

according to Dr. Paul Winters,
UOP Forensics Director and
host of the event, that every
available room is scheduled for
use. Participants will debate in
both the Chapel and Alumni
House as well as all available
classrooms.
Because there is such a need
for rooms Winters asks the co
operation of all faculty mem
bers. He urges them not to
schedule extra class sessions in
rooms which have been empty
in the past without first clear
ing such scheduling through
him.
JUDGES
The enormity of the tourna
ment also results in a demand
for an unusually large amount
of qualified judges. Winters
estimates he needs 63 judges an
hour Friday and 105 judges an

hour Saturday. He asks anyone
with experience in high school
or intercollegiate forensics to
sign up to judge at the Speech
Department.
SCHEDULE
Listed below is the tourna
ment schedule for Friday and
Saturday.
Friday, May 1—Debate Only
Round I
8:00 - 9:45
Round H
10:00 - 11:45
Round HI
12:00 - 1:45
Round IV
1:45 - 3:30
Round V
3:30 - 5:15
Round VI
6:00 - 7:45
Saturday, May 2—Individual
Events
Round IA
8:30 - 9:45
Round IB
10:00 - 11:15
Round HA
11:15 -12:30
Round IIB
12:45 - 2:00
Semi's
2:00 - 4:00
Finals
4:45 - 6:15
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there will be
an answer.
once upon a time long, long ago in a strange and distant
land, there was a Little University. Actually it was a normalsize college and some tiny colleges which bordered upon the
larger college to the west and north. These schools were very
pleasant to see. Their brick and ivy walls, their well-waterea
lawns and tall trees all seemed to please the apparently con
tented, well-dressed students.
Little University occassionally received national press coveiage for its character. The school was recognized at one time
for its parties, wild, pagan affairs. It should be expl^^ that
the school was very expensive—they charged a sort of mitiatio
fee called "tuition." But usually the students were able to in
duce their parents to pay this rather untidy sum. Unfortunately,
once their parents had supplied the university with funds the
school somehow seemed obligated to act as those studen s p
ents for the duration of the educational process. But the parties
went on, so no one really cared.
The university also received some recognition for its athletic
program. An excellent jai lai team played in several Big Games
and defeated several Big Teams over a number of years. One year
this team lost only one game—to the Biggest of the Big Teams.
This was a feat so astounding as to bring minor ego pro em
to Little University. The team began losing to not-so-big teams
and even an occasional little team. But the university had faitlr
in its jai lail coach.
Beacause Little University's supporters liked nothing (well, in
reality only a few things) better than watching those lemmings
(the athletic mascot and team name) work out on the courts.
Athletic supporters loved to reminisce about the old stars the
school had produced. Never really super-stars, they were none
theless true greats. The school wanted a reputation as a jai-iai
school. (It should be explained that a jai-lai school is one which
produces a lot of professional jai-lai players)

let it be.

Or so it seemed. Actually, there was growing discontent at Lit
tle University. Some of the students wanted to learn—they wanted
the school to teach them about Life in Real World (Soc. 116). Some
teachers felt they weren't getting enough money for teaching.
Others felt they weren't getting enough money for books and re
search material. Still others seemed to believe the universtiy's
physical facilities left a little to be desired. In this the students
concurred. They were of the opinion that the university should,
be able to decently house those who were forced by Little Univer
sity regulation (number 472) to live on the Little University
campus.
But the students and fauclty experienced difficulty in im
plementing their ideas. At most other universities the students
eventually formed a power block and negotiated with the admini
strations to gain improvements. For some reason, this seemed
never to happen at Little University. No white knight came to
lead the students. Besides, most of the students were too busy
watching the lemmings practice, hoping for another Big Year.
That other Big Year eventually came, but it did not matter.
You see, by that time Little University had lost all academic status
and had become worthelss as an educational institution. But the
students did not care. The lemmings were champions and it was
still a pretty good party school
-BOB GREENSTREET-

NSA Offers Auto Loans
NEW YORK — (CPS) — The
National Student Association
through its Grant Program, has
announced a money-saving car
plan for students and faculty
members bound for Europe.
The Travel Abroad Car Plan
provides students with low cost
short-term rentals, inexpensive
monthly leases (lower than 90c
per day, unlimited mileage) and
complete car purchase arrange
ments. All students in posses
sion of an International stu-

and the hits
just
keep on coming

t

v

TIGER GUIDE
Friday, April 24

Track—Mt. Sac. Relays, Wal
nut
IFC Greek Week
Y Spring Pack Trip, Yosemite
Valley
3 pm—Baseball, Loyola, vs
UOP, L.A.
8 pm-2 am—The Basement
Coffee House, John Ballantyne
8:30 pm — University Opera
Theatre, "The Marriage of
Figaro," Conservatory

f

Rio Linda School District
3 pm—Wilson Riles, Candidate
for Superintendent of Inst
ruction, Callison Lounge
7 pm — Liberation Cinema,
"China," Morris Chapel

To the Editor:
I would like to take this op
Tuesday, April 28
portunity to correct an error
Placement Interviews
which was printed in Tiger Paw
Salinas Union High School
Notes last Friday. In that arti
District
cle reference was made to the
11 am—Delores Huerta and 'p
Academic Grievance Procedure
Luis Valdez, "Alienation in
which is being prepared by a
the Brown Community,"
committee of which I am chair
Chapel
man and allegations were made
2:30 pm—Baseball, UOP vs
both about the Executive Policy Saturday, April 25
San Diego Marines, here
and about the Office of the
Graduate Record Examination
8 pm—Poetry reading, Edward
Dean of Students.
IFC Greek Week
Field, Raymond Common
This procedure has not been
Y Spring Pack Trip, Yosemite
Room
presented to, or considered by,
Valley
8:15 pm — Graduate Recital,
the Executive Policy Committee;
11 am-6 pm —Pharmacy
Max Simoncic, composition
it will not come up for their
Teach-in, Venerial Disease,
and Senior Recital, Carol
consideration until after it has
DeMarcus Brown Theatre
Simonicic, flute, Conserva- ;
been revised by my committee,
12 um—Baseball, Loyola vs
tory
presented to and approved by
UOP, L.A. (2)
Wednesday, April 29
the Academic Council. I would
8-2 am—The Basement Coffee
8 pm — Raymond College
like to point out that it may be
House, John Ballantyne
High Table, David Burton,
prejudicial to all these consider
3:30 pm — University Opera
pianist, Raymond Great 'ft
ations to have the Pacifican pre
Theatre, "The Marriage of
Hall
maturely print speculations on
Figaro," Conservatory
8:15 — Resident Artist Series,
the passage disposition of this Sunday, April 26
Edmund Shay, •rganist, :
proposal by a body which has
Conservatory
Y Spring Pack Trip, Yosemite
never had an opportunity to
Thursday,
April 30
Valley
take up the question.
8:15 — Senior Recital, Roland
1 pm—Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
In addition, this paragraph
Tweed, piano and Barbara
Formal Initiation, G o l d
alleged that this procedure was
Jones, French hom, Conser- L
Room
opposed by the Office of the
vatory
2:30—Baroque Trio, Pioneer
Dean of Students. At the time
Friday, May 1
Museum
that this information was ob
8-2 am — The Basement Cof
Monday,
April
27
tained by tlie Pacifican, the
fee House, John Ballantyne
Placement
Interview
Dean of Students office had not
expressed itself in any way and
since that time, the Student
Affairs Committee at a meeting
where all the Personnel Deans
were present and voting, unani
mously approved the Grievance
risk" students. CIP is one of
(from P. 1, Col. 2)
Procedure in principle.
the
largest of these programs In
In
addition,
Allen
pointed
out
These are the facts on the
present status of the grievance that UOP, a residential campus, the U.S.A. From such research,
procedure and these would has not been able to cope even ideas can be developed on how
have been available to the Pa with commuting white students, the modern university can best
cifican, if your staff had chosen let alone minority students who solve the numerous needs of its
to inquire, rather than to re commute. The CIP students wide variety of students.
At present, Diamond has com r
port rumors. It is my hope that have to deal with inconvenient
in the future you will refrain and expensive public transpor piled raw statistics on CIP's
from publication of unsubstan tation and frequently poor study first semester. He said, though,
that it will take at least another
conditions at home.
tiated rumors.
Allen also stated, "UOP has a semester before any conclusions
Sincerely Yours.
definite responsibility to the can be reached. Diamond said
Gwenneth L. Browne community whether it recog any interested person should
Editor's reply — This Tiger nizes it or not." CIP should im feel free to come to his office
Paw Note was not intended to prove UOP's previously some to see these statistics.
be prejudicial in any way, but what tarnished community im
ALL-UNIVERSITY FOLK
aimed at informing the campus age. Also the government in giv
DANCE FESTIVAL
about a relevant proposal which ing financial aid usually looks
Sunday,
April 26, 1970 from
more
favorably
on
schools
with
is important to this university.
1:00 to 5:00 pm
fair sized minority student pop
in the UOP Gym
ulations.
APOLOGY
Old Dances
Dr.
Diamond
emphasized
the
The editorial staff of the Pa
New Dances taught
cifican wishes to publicly apolo importance of research in con
Advanced Dancing
junction
with
CIP.
Little
study
gize to Dr. John Bevan .The
West Africa Dances
has
ever
been
devoted
to
col
April 17 issue of the paper car
Taught by Joseph Oyewusi
ried a Tiger Paw Note imput lege programs involving "high

CIP Seeks Answers
To Year-Long Problems

ing to Bevan a motive for resig
nation which we now under
stand to be inaccurate. The full
story on Bevan's resignation ap
pears elsewhere in this paper.

dent ID Card or a Student
Youth-Pass are eligible.
Faculty members and admini
strators also are eligible, but
must show proof of affiliation
Mortar Board, UOP's senior
with their respective institu
tions. All orders must be placed women's honorary organization,
directly with the NSA Car Plan is now accepting applications
Division in New York. A bro for membership. Applicants
chure giving full details on eli must be second semester junior
gibility requirements and dis women with a cumulative grade
counts (grants) is available with point average of 3.0 and above.
out charge upon request from Applications are available in
NSA Car Plan, 537 La Guardia Dean Davis's office. The dead
line to apply is April 27.
Place, New York, N.Y. 10012.

Mortar Board
Deadline Nears
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The Basement"Itmosphere,
food, Boutique
Did you know there is a place
g campus where you can lie
s your back and experience a
cular red tie-die while listenjg to Hindu music? "The Base
ment" in John Ballantyne of;rs just such an atmosphere.
Open Friday

and

Saturday
might from 8:30-2:00 for
the
-est of the school year, "The
asement" features a boutique
::ed with such things as multi
colored candles aand sculptures,
mose students interested in
celling items should contact
.aura Jones at John Ballantyne
i Paul Sitzer at Carter House.
This innovative coffee house
merged from two other coffee
ouses, Callison and Anderson
Y" Peace Union, and it has
jccessfully fulfilled the need
if the Pacific students for a
gathering place." Being financ
ed by the Anderson "Y," it is
con-profit.
The nominal fees
or the menu items including
an assortment of teas, coffees,
cheese, cookies, and doughnuts
contribute to its functioning
3d improvement expenses.
The flexibility of "The Base
ment," was demonstrated last
reek when Weldon Crowley and
tarry Meredith held a revival
•our. The small platform in the
inter accommodates spontan
eous entertainment. Phil McKay
md Stuart little have already
applied live entertainment for
•he coffee house. Hopefully,
The Basement" shall soon be
:he location of regularly-shown
old movies, also.

COP Winter Session
Offers Experimentation
Under Danforth next year
COP and various professional
schools will be experiencing a
tri-semester system in which the
winter term will consist of one
month of independent study
during the month of January.
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your first choice is not avail
able.
The month of independent
study offers unlimited oppor
tunities; for here is a possibil
ity of an exchange in courses
with other colleges instituting
similar programs. Perhaps the
most attractive feature of the
new plan is that the student is
not limited to campus activities,
but he can explore in depth his
outside environment which may
or may not include field study
in his area of interest.

IFG POSTS
PREFERENCE
LISTS
DELTA UPSILON—Kent Barbieri, Ken Blakey, William L.
Bourne, Richard Combs, Joe DeVito, Don Eader, Larry E.
Harms, Ted Hodges, Steve Kleinman, Tom Luckey, David H.
Nash, Dave Picanso, Anthony
Siino, Bob Silsbe.
PHI KAPPA TAU—Mike Barr,
Bary Bechtel, John T. Buck,
Mark Meredith Chruch, Mike
Cloyd, Bob Del Valle, Edward
Edmonds, Tred Eyerly, Mike
Halvorson, Kevin M. Howell,
Lamont Boyd, James McCargo,
Steve McLennon, Ron Ratto,
Grant Rickey, Monty Schultz,
Joe Wilson.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON —
Glenn Adams, Edward Marnes,
Dennis Bruno, Dan Felice, Don
ald G. Gordon, David Gross,
Andrew David Johnson, Dough
Meath, Rick Olson, Joe Radovich, Chris Klyse.

There are two chief purposes
behind this different course of
study. First, the concentration
factor can be considered. The
student will not be fragmented
with many courses, but instead,
can focus his attention on one
course. Second, the student is
relatively independent with only
ANNOUNCEMENT OF
informal meetings with an as
SCHOLARSHIPS
signed professor who supervis
The
Committee
of Financial
es fourteen other students.
Aids have announced t h a t
Currently Clifford Hand, pro scholarship recipients should
fessor in charge of this pro receive notice of scholarship re
gram, is compiling a list of newals by April 25 through
about ninety courses to be of campus mail.
fered for the winter term. This
list will be sent out to all COP
students before June so that
plans can be made during the
summer.
Three foreign trips are sched
uled for January. Professor BarDas Kapital und vorkers unite:
nett will be touring France.
While we're discussiong financial thumbscrews and the col
Professors Seaman and Talbot
will study the English theater lapse of the educational market economy, we might as well throw
in England, and Professor Am- in what is literally the last word in undergraduate education at
brogi will lead a group going UOP. Four years and around $20,000 after entering California's
first chartered institution of higher education, many of us hope
to Chile.
Although the cost for these to receive degrees. Unfortunately, jobs, military service, and
studies abroad will be approxi personal commitments will force the absence of some at com
mately $500-$600, the winter mencement exercises. Just like some raffles, at UOP the win
term on campus is included in ners must be present at the drawing in order to get their prizes.
Pacific's tuition. Registration Unless, of course, they can talk the NDEA out of another twentywill be directly through Hand's five dollars. After twenty thousand dollars, it probably seems
office, and the student will be to the Administration like merely another drop out of student
asked to state second and third buckets. But some buckets run dry.
preferences in the event that
-FRANK STRAUSS

THE LEVEE

Two Students Initiate Drug Information Agency

Stash was started two years
ago by two Beloit College Stu
tents, Jim Gamage and Ed Zir
kin. While they admit to hav
ing borrowed the "hip" phrase
before deciding what the letters
would stand for, that in no way
lessens the seriousness of
STASH'S intent.
Gamage writes: "STASH was
founded, and continues to oper
ate, on two basic principles: 1)
That no drug, like no object in
our material universe, intrinsi
cally possesses any good or bad
qualities; it is only each parti
cular human use of a drug that
can be viewed as beneficial or
detrimental. Focusing on any
particular drug and calling it
evil is a useless distraction.
"(2) That drugs and the var
iety of ways that people can
use or abuse them are extreme
ly complicated matters — few
blanket assertions can he made,
and those interested in under
taking any action to alleviate
society's drug 'problems' have
the responsibility of educating
themselves.

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

CRUSADER CARS
VOLKSWAGEN and PORSCHE
HEADQUARTERS
REPAIR -SERVICE - PARTS
and ACCESSORIES
Central Valley's largest of VW acces
sories and speed equipment.
We specialize in performance work
for street, strip, road racing, or dune
buggies.
All services available from tune-up
to dyno-tuningl

819 N. WILSON WAY
STOCKTON, CALIF.
Phone 209/464-7659

AVAILABLE AT

KISER BROS. HONDA
843 WEBER STREET

STASH

BELOIT, Wisconsin — (CPS)—
A stash is where you keep your
tope, right? Maybe, but STASH,
short for the Student Association for the Study of Hallucino
gens, is also a source of drug
information.

BRIDAL REGISTRY
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES

Gammage says he got the idea
for STASH when he worked in
the American Medical Associa
tion library two summers ago.
He became convinced that there
was a need for a comprehen
sive clearing-house of informa
tion published on drugs. That is
probably the most important
function STASH serves to date.

LIBRARY

The association's library con
tains over 90% of the Englishlanguage literature published on
marijuana during the past
hundred years. The library also
has less extensive holdings per
taining to barbiturates, amphe
tamines, alcohol, and other
psychoactive agents.
STASH will loan books and
films for specified lengths of
time; other items are available
through a photo-duplication ser
vice. STASH will compile search
es of literature tailored to the
stated needs of an individual
or to a small group working
on the same research project.
Another major phase of
STASH's operations is the pub
lication of various material re
lating to psychoactive drugs.
The first such publication was
Marijuana: an Annotated Guide.

It represents the most exten
sive review of English-language
marijuana literature published
to date.

STASH also sponsors various
education symposiums on
drugs. For these the association
draws on its advisory board of
over 70 consultants. According
to Gamage the list of consult
ants "reads like a who's who of
psychedelia," including such
men as Albert Hofman (invent
or of LSD), Humphrey Osmond
(who reportedly coined the word
"psychedelic"), and Alan Watts
(noted scholar of mysticism and
Zen).
Gamage and Zirkin told CPS
they were amazed at the res
ponse when they first sent out
letters asking various profes
sionals to be consultants. They
had expected to be turned down
in most cases.
FUNDING

Since its beginning, STASH
has been funded by various
foundations. Zurkin points out
there is no government money:
"I guess we're a little para
noid," he said.
As STASH's operations begin
to expand, however, Gamage
and Zirkin hope more funds
will come in through «sales of
publications and membership in
the organization. Members ob
tain publications and a variety
of other services from the asso
ciation in return for their mem
bership fees.
Fees vary depending on the

type of membership, which in
clude institutional membership,
professional membership, asso
ciate membership, student mem
bership, and library member
ship. Inquiries about member
ship should be addressed to
Membership
Coordinator,
STASH, 638 Pleasant Street, Be
loit, Wisconsin, 53511.
NO POLITICS?

STASH's motto is "respect for
drugs through education." While
its probably true that even anti
drug crusaders like Art Linkletter could back STASH's mot
to, Gamage calls Linkletter's
efforts "drug education at its
worst . . . stirring up hysteria."
Unlike such groups as LeMar,
which is pushing for the legali
zation of marijuana, STASH
takes no political position. Part
of the reason is that political
activity would j e o p a r d i z e
STASH's non-profit corporation
status.
But beyond this is what
seems to be a conviction on
Gamage's and Zirkin's parts
that better drug information
and education will lead to more
liberal drug laws. N e i t h e r
founder will directly come out
and say this, however, because
STASH's primary purpose is
"the dissemination of unbiased
and valid information about
psychoative drugs and their
use."

STOCKTON

D. O. P. E.
DECALS OF PEACE AND
ECOLOGY
NOW AT THE

Freedom Share
LP's at Discount Prices
UOP Student Owned
NEAR CAMPUS

2300 W. ALPINE
465-9695

FORE - N - AFT
Rentals:
SAILBOATS
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FISHING BOATS
ROUND BOATS
Fun & Party
DELUXE SAILING SLOOPS
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John Bevan, Reflections On An Innovator

Boyce's Pizza
DELTA RHYTHM
BOYS
Fri. 4 Sat
9 till 1:30
Join in a
SING-ALONG
744 N. EL DORADO

by Mary Arnold

Phone 463-1664

WATER
SKI
RENTAL
1 DAY

2 DAYS

ADD.
EA.
DAY

$4.00
$2.00

$6.50
$3.50

$2.00
$1.00

Just Received new 1 9 7 0
CONNELLY WATER SKIS

THE

465-0291

1 4 5 W. ALDER

Three weeks ago, amid an
atmosphere of sudden faculty
resignations and unexpected
changes in university person
nel, came the announcement
that Dr. John Bevan was leav
ing Pacific's campus and was
headed for a position at David
son College. With his resigna
tion as Academic Vice-President
and his approaching departure,
came numerous reflections
upon his two years here by
members of the faculty and
administration.
In a portrait sketched by his
associates, John Bevan is seen
as an exciting innovator; a
stanch and somewhat stubborn
fighter for what he wants; an
extremely dynamic individual.
Such important university
changes as the Danforth and
C.I.P. programs have been at
tributed to his influence and an
over-all innovative outlook by
those members of the university
has flourished under his direc
tion.

GUITAR

DANFORTH

SALE

Dr. Gwenn Browns, a rela
tively new personality on this
campus, states that indirectly,
she came here because of Be
van. She liked the direction that
the university was taking and
he was a great influence upon
this direction. She states that
upon her arrival at UOP, the
cluster colleges were progres
sing while COP was standing
still. In response to this Bevan
acquired a grant from the Dan
forth Foundation for a faculty
summer session on new curri
culum ideas. Thus, the present
I&I program was created and

Up to
40% OFF

AAIRAC*sE

0OGOQ
2363 Pacific Avenue
466-4388

OPEN NIGHTS TILL 9:00

WEDNESDAY NITE
COMEDY HOUR
FEATURING:

WED., APRIL 29

"THE FATAL GLASS OF BEER,, W. C. FIELDS
"THE IMMIGRANT" Charlie Chaplin
'THE DESPERATE SCOUNDREL" Keystone Cops

Anderson Lecture Hall
9:30

25c CHEAP

Callison

Aids CYA I

,|

gram as "a beginning." "It will
by Marcia Williams
create needs in students that
will need expression elsewhere."
in the everyday humdrum of
He also talked of the CIP pro
UOP life, Pacific students think
gram, professing the belief that
THEY have problems.
it should not become a selfrighteous program, but rather,
For two hours a week Calli
should be "an integral part of son students and Community
our culture." In addition, he Involvement Director, Stanley
spoke highly of advancements Croker, spend the evening of
in all the schools and colleges discussion with only a relative
and told how the conservatory few of the numerous "juvenile
had the potential for being the delinquents" currently at the If
best In the nation, and certain Carl Holten School for Boys. - ft'
ly the best on the West Coast.
Some of the more favorite ward
BEVAN INSTIGATES
topics are drug usage, girls and
incalculable
personal problems.
When asked about Bevan's
DANGER FOR UOP
influence during the past two
The Callison community in-1
Dr. Bevan noted that there is volvement group visits weekly |
years at UOP, President Burns
termed him as "an administra one danger that the university for two hours with 50 wards, |
tor top in his field, a nationally- must face and that concerns ages 16-20, at the California !
known innovator." Dr. Donald failing to realize that within Youth Authority Carl Holten i
Maclntyre, an active member of a structured university, the ele School for Boys located only a ,
the faculty, stated that he feels ments must contribute equally short distance from Stockton.
that the university has profit- to its growth. "The danger CYA interaction serves as one
ted tremendously from Bevan comes when any one element of many community involve
and that the administrator has begins to think of itself as the ment projects required of Calli
definitely instigated a progres university, rather than one unit son freshmen enrolled in the
sive movement at the univer contributing to the whole. The mandatory Tisinger - Cormack
multi-college system for a uni Socio - Economics course.
sity.
versity is based upon this con
cept,
of each one being autono
The three year old Callison i
CONFRONTATION
mous but equal, without any program was initiated to assist
In response to a question one element becoming domi the CYA administration in more
about Bevan, Dr. Donald Duns, nant. I don't think that this recent attempts to work on an
Chairman of the Academic is really understood yet here."
increased personal level with
Council, replied that "you can't
In answering a question re the problems of institution be
be apathetic about him." "There
garding a "separateness" on havior modification. Carl Holt
is usually tension and anxiety
this campus between COP and en holds 400 wards but the cur
around Bevan, but then there
the clusters and schools, Bevan rent community involvement
is movement, too." Duns went
program affects only 50 of these.
on to describe Bevan's attitude stated, "The one element that Wards in the CYA-Callison pro
has
the
potential
for
binding
as a "philosophy of confronta
gram employ the point system
tion." "When you encounter him the university together is the where the hoys receive points
on an issue he pushes hard, but Graduate School. This element for good behavior.
is always very fair; you never draws from all aspects of the
According to CYA wards and
feel threatened." Duns, in an university in a mutual concern
counselors, the highlights of the
expression of admiration, stated and committment."
school oriented weekdays in
that he had learned a great
clude the Tuesday evening dis
deal from Bevan and became
HOMER SMITH
cussion with the Callison volun
more aware of what the univer
Bevan stated that he was ex teers, particularly the girls. For
sity is all about.
cited at the prospect of being boys institutionalized for an
Academic
Vice-President at Dav average nine months, informal
SENSE OF CLIMATE
idson, and cited "personal rea talks with the opposite sex are
W h e n i n t e r v i e w e d f o r sons" for his leaving Pacific. In rare and priviledged occasions.
thoughts about his time as Aca response to some controvery The informal atmosphere and
d e m i c V i c e - P r e s i d e n t , B e v a n over UOP's apparent "trading" amiable Callison students make
spoke quietly but confidently of of their administrator for Dav friendly talks inducive; the ac
the positive direction that the idson's football coach, was in- tual discussion initiative are
university had taken. He told sistant that it was purely coin left to the individual ward.
of the need for a "sense of cidental. "Homer Smith is a pro
"I think the guys have made
climate" within a university, fessional coach and came to
and stated that on Pacific's UOP because it could offer him good responses. They seem
campus, this climate does not more. I have never heard any m o r e m o t i v a t e d — a n d e v e r y
consist of outside forces. The thing but the finest about this week they are always ready for
climate here, according to Bev man as a coach and person, us to come out," stated second
an, is created around the idea and he is being hurt personally year CYA participant, Jackie
Ehle, Callison junior. "If one of
that "this is a university going by this speculation."
us doesn't show up the guys
places and we're going to take
usually ask us where so-and-so
it there."
Bevan ended on an affection
Is."
Bevan went on the specifics, ate note, however, saying that
ACTIVISTS
"this
is
a
vital
and
exciting
speaking of the Danforth proplace, but it all depends on the
Past CYA encounters have
faculty and students."
organized arts and crafts, dis
cussion and athletic groups.
Since last fall community in
PROGRESS WITHOUT BEVAN? volvement volunteers have
In his quiet but forceful way, •structured the primary weekly
It was announced recently Bevan has phrased the key to discussion group in addition ts
that a special housing plan will Pacific's future, for university a group dinner at CYA and
be used this summer to facili members must now keep what several weekly dances. Activity
tate graduate students. McCon- has been started going without problems usually result through
chie Hall, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Bevan, and move Pacific into a the impaired boy-girl ratio.
Other problems In the com
or Gamma Phi Beta will be de dynamic role for the future.
signated as Graduate Student With this movement too, how munity Involvement program
Residence Halls. The costs for ever, must come a realization include transportation difficul
room arvi board will be $211.00 that we have lost perhaps one ties, student disinterests and
for double-occupancy, $230.00 of the most exciting and bene group co-ordination. Many stu
for single occupancy, and an ficial personalities ever to come d e n t s f o u n d c o n f l i c t s w i t h
optional $25.00 for air-condition to Pacific, and an examination spring class schedules which op
ing. Those students interested of the kind of priorities we posed regular CYA meetings.
should contact Stanley Green in have enlisted that causes us to
The original COP, Delta Col
the Housing Office for reserva let the likes of John Bevan slip lege and Callison CYA group
tions before June 1, 1970.
through our fingers.
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 31

the scheduled changes in next
year's curriculum were develop
ed.
Browne noted that Bevan was
talking about a community in
volvement program long before
it became a campus issue and
was accordingly a great influ
ence upon that program's initia
tion. Bevan is also said to be
the main cause of a so called,
"faculty awareness" on this
campus.

Appearing at

O'Brien or
Connelly
Others
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Ealey Believes Alienation
Promotes Black Studies
by Mark Venn
Black Studies: How Are They
-joing?" was the theme of the
97O Bishop Donald Tippett
vmposium which was introduc4 in Chapel on April 14 by
lark Ealey. Ealey is director
,j the Black Studies Program
nd Associate Professor of Socilogy at Pacific.

Ealey's introductory remarks
nto the symposium were largeconcerned with the approachaims and variety of the varstudies programs
jUs Black
thich have evolved throughout
jie nation. Special emphasis
ias given to the program which
jas specifically been developed
it Pacific.
ALIENATION
Such programs have, in Ea
ley's opinion, developed largely
ifter the wide-spread realizaion that alienation has brought
:o bear upon society. This reali:ation begins with the recog
nition of racism, where a greatemphasis is placed upon the
importance of color and the
accident of birth than upon inlividual qualities and abilities.
Such alienation is developed
and sustained by the presence
jf insurmountable odds against
aprooting racism.
Once such realizations have
seen found, efforts toward the
establishment of various types
Black studies programs are
generally made. These programs
usually fall into three types: 1)
the modest two or three course
urogram which usually evolves
a result of pressure from

SPORT CYCELRY
BICYCLES
RACING AND TOURING SPECIALISTS
Large S'ock of Quality Lightweights
Raleigh and Gitane—Cycling Clothing
30 E.HardingWay
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for $1.00 you get
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BURRITO
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LARGE DRINK
No more than a
2 minute wait on orders
offer good only at

H58 <R>

Lower Sact. Road &
Hammer Lane

such groups as the Black Stu
dent's Union, or which is de
signed to act as "buffer" against
impending confrontation, 2) the
somewhat larger program, us
ually embracing from eight to
fifteen courses and again evolv
ing through the efforts of the
B.S.U. This is the type of pro
gram at Pacific.
The third
program-type is
again a somewhat larger effort
encompassing fifteen or more
courses which may embrace the
study of other ethnic groups in
addition to Black studies. Ealey
hopes that in time, Pacific's pro
gram may evolve to this stage.
AIMS
The aims and approaches
which Black studies programs
imply are generally determined
by the answers which the indi
vidual institutions offering them
give to some basic questions
concerning the historical role
and projected aspirations as
well as the needs of the Black
community.

Callison Works With CYA

(from P. 4, Col. 5)

comprised three years ago has
progressively evolved to the
present
Community
Involve
ment Directorship of Stan Croker. The CYA staff has requested
from Croker an additional fall
Callison group which will ex
pand with more wards into a
second hall.

the volumes of surrounding tele
vision sets.
Several CYA counselors com
mented on the Callison program
as a "good thing". Counselors
hear and expect little direct
talk from the boys concerning
the weekly experience; for the
inmates to be able to open up
to students from the "outside
world" Is success In Itself.

Regarding the community in
volvement program, C r o k e r
made a distinction between the
opportunities of the male and
female volunteer students: "The
fellows look forward more to
the company of the girls rather
than with our guys—it is as
simple as that." Croker contin
ued to explain how the students
as a whole were responding
more positively to the questions
asked of them and the girls
were socializing more freely.

Conversation and rampant
jargon flows sporadically in a
two hour visit at CYA. Many
students try to make points of
reaching the small clusters of
seemingly disinterested onlook
ers who inhibit varied comers.
Freshman Patty Watson remark
ed on the continuous influx of
different wards into the group
of fifty, "It seems when we just
get to know the guys, they leave
and new ones come in. Then
we have to start all over again."

In the beginning of the year
students were curious about the
project and according to Crok
er, volunteers were pre-occupied
with the question of "what's it
all about?" "Students are now
analyzing the situation more,"
Croker added.

Stan Croker asserted the CYA
-Callison exchange as "a real
growth experience for the indi
vidual which will serve as a
significant contribution to the
community." Volunteer Terry
Provo summed her experiences:
"I was uncomfortable out at
CYA for about five weeks. I
felt very conspicuous and I
didn't know how the guys would
feel about me. I wondered why
I was there and what good I
could do ... I think it is good
experience to learn both sides
of the story. The guys out there
are just like you and me, and
our friends—only they g o t
caught."

The CYA environment is com
Ealey believes that the Black parable to any student recrea
Studies Program can serve sev tion hall. With modern barren
eral valuable ends to both Black facilities one ward described
and White students at Pacific. the institution as "a paradiseAmong these are a greater compared to other places up
awareness into the concepts of north I've been in." Recreation
behavior which govern indivi equipment includes several tele
dual behavior, particularly in ' visions, mass chairs, card tables
the area of inter-racial exch and a billiard table not far
ange within the community. from group sleeping quarters
Further, the program can offer with parallel beds and lockers.
the student the valuable exper
The trials of boredom after
iences of social service, as well such courses as history, reme
as allowing him a place to dis dial reading, English and in
cover a field of specialty.
dustrial education are not eas
By so doing, the Black Stud ily stilled in the recreation
ies Program at Pacific, as well room. "You get so tired of do
as those throughout the coun ing the same old thing night
try, can better serve the needs after night. Television is boring
of all.
and it costs money to play
pool", (or good behavior points)
one ward explained. When ask
ed if he was at all happy at
Carl Holten one twenty-year old
answered, "It is an artificial
world here. The only guys that
are happy here are the ones
"Hormones, Genes and Meta who cannot cope with how life
morphosis" was the lecture de really is out on the streets."
livered Thursday (April 9) at the
The inner atmosphere of the
University of the Pacific by Dr.
CYA is not similar to a college
Carroll M. Williams.
or high school coffee house
Dr. Williams, professor of bio
gathering. The wards have ex
logy at Harvard University, dis
perienced life styles uncommon
cussed how certain insect hor
to the average middle class stu
mones may be used in extreme
ly dilute amounts to control in dent.
sect population without the dan
Callison freshmen Terry Proger to humantiy that is present vo reflected, "You see subcul
in DDT and other pesticides.
tures of America at CYA that
The free lecture was deliver you never would otherwise come
ed to a capacity crowd at Al in contact with and you learn a
bright Auditorium in the Wen totally new lingo. The guys are
dell Phillips Center. The inter not easily fooled and they can
est was keen at this "biological sure fooi you . . . I've learned
carnival" and many relevant alot from CYA and even more,
I've learned alot about myself."
questions were raised.
The quest speaker has receiv
m a discussion concerning
ed several awards for research
UOP open dorm hours at Calli
work on insect hormones, which
son and Raymond one ward
in the coming years may prove
was markedly shocked. Inquir
to be a major contribution to
ies into college life and dormi
mankind in the form of "third
tory living are numerous in ad
generation pesticides." The pro
dition to general questions
fessor is a member of the Na
about backgrounds of visiting
tional Academy of Sciences and
students. Conversation between
numerous other societies. The
the wards and the community
appearance of Dr. Williams was
involvement group varies ac
sponsored by the local club of
cording to the nature of the
Sigma Xi, a national honorary
card game being played and
scientific society.

"Bio. Carnival"
Packs WPC
Auditorium

FIELD DAY
Edward Field, a modern poet,
will present UOP students and
faculty with what the New York
Times called "a tantalizing offoenter view of the world," at 8
pm, Tuesday, April 28, in room
241-242 of Wendell Phillips Cen
ter.
Field is a versatile man. Stand
Up, Friends, With Me for which
he won the 1962 Lamont for his
first book, Variety Photoplays Is
his second volume of poetry. A
Guggenheim fellow, he also
wrote the narration for To Be
Alive, the Academy Award win
ning documentary shown at the
New York World's Fair. He has
read his poems in colleges and
universities throughout the
country, and his works have ap
peared frequently In leading
periodicals.
Field's poems are realistic in
nature. They are grounded in
the reality of life. Exploring the
American experience, they em
brace e,v e r y d a y occurrences
popular legends, comic strips,
and movies as well as more
personal subjects. His style Is
one of apparent simplicity, of
wry attitudes and deep Insights
that often catch the reader offguard. He uses this style to
create poems that come startingly alive.
Field is the type of poet who
would agree with Robert Frost's
comment that, "Poetry is a way
of taking life by the throat."
Field does this excellently, and
he is anxious to share the re
sults with all who are interest
ed.

*************************
Unclassified Ads
UPTIGHT WITH THE DRAFT? Stockton
Draft Counseling Service. Mon. 7-10,
Anderson Y, Info Call 466-1496.

CORD or BATTERY CASSETTE player and
recorder, plus unused tapes. $60, not
used, at present not wanted. Sam Shepard, 948-3076.

FIERY RED TRIUMPH Spitfire '69. Wire
wheels. Perfect Condition. Guaranteed
to increase your energy level. Call
464-2282 or See Susan Armstrong,
Philosophy Dep. Office.

IF YOU MAKE CREATIVE goods and wish
to display and sell them, contact World
ly Goods, Tue-Thur. Afternoons. The
Basement, John Ballantyne.

SUB LEASE Townhouse Apt. June—Aug.
Near campus, Pool, Full Air. Take-over
payments $177 month, Max. 3 students
Call 946-2425. or 478-1358 (after 5)
CLEAN FORD for sale, late model. Reas
onable price. Call Todd 948-0820.
COFFEE HOUSE, The basement of John
Ballantyne House.
Every Fri. & Sat.
night, 8-2, Groovy atmosphere, enter
tainment.
YOU CAN RIDE my bike anytime if you
will return it. lOspd., black frame,
racing bars, Dennis 948-0820.
CHARTER FLIGHTS 1970-71
Largest selection to and within Europe.
Israel, Africa, USSR, Summer-Fall. Still
OPEN Student ID Cards, Free Info.:
EASC European American Student Club,
Inc. 323 N. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills,
Cel. 90210 (213) 276-6293.
BUY FOR LESS ot FREEDOM SHARE REC
ORDS. UOP Student operated. 2300 W.
Alpine.
STEREO PORTABLE Record Player.
like
new. Zenith, 6 speaker, full controls.
$75 ($150. new) Call 463-1947.
FRESH DONUTS & COFFEE AT THE "Y"
WANTED: MUSICIANS to jam with for
practice or ? Rock, Blues, C&W. I play
drums. Mike. 478-6046.
FOR SALE: WINCHESTER Model 94 (32
Win. Spl.) Custom Blue Job: Chrome
lever and hammer. Only $85. Contact
Russ 478-5682.
FULLY FURN. HOUSE, 3 bdrm, close to
-nmons. $180. Contact Dr. Widner, 223
Wendel
Phillips, #2571, 47&-0923
p.m.

GREAT BOOKS SET—Bookcase. Best of
fer. 477-6992.
INTRESTED IN SPORTS? Interested enough
to see a sports page next year? Talk to
Bob Greenstreet, 3rd fir. North Hall,
about sports reporting for fun and
profit.
SOCIAL-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT EM
PLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES. Nationwide
directories of positions. All relevant
fields. Accurate, Current, Inexpensive.
Information write Sociacom, Box 317,
Harvard Square, P.O. Cambridge, Mass.
02138.
FIAT 850 Spyder, '68, Excellent Cond.
Every option available, Dave 948-3076.
FISCHER SKIS WOOD. Exec. Condition.
$35, used only 5 times. 465-4236.
UP TIGHT
TAKE A WEEKEEND OFF
STOCKTON LUXURY
HOUSEBOAT RENTALS
P.O. Box 29. Stockton—463-8324
69 KAWASAKI 120, under 1,000 miles.
$350, Exc. Condition. Trail or Street.
Call 465-4236.
LIBERATION CINEMA: "China." Felix
Greene on revolutionary China, Mon.
Ewe., 7:30, Chapel. Sponsored by
Anderson "Y" Center.
WEDNESDAY NITE COMEDY HOUR: Those
great oldies: W. C. Fields, Charlie
Chaplin, and the Keystone Cops.
CHAPEL: Delores Huerto, VP United Farm
Workers Union, Delano and Luiz Valdez,
founder of the Teatro Campesino, "Ali
enation and the Brown Community,
Tuesday, 11 a.m..
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HENDRIX HEADLINES
CALEXPO SUNDAY
by Charley Solomon
The well-known and popular
soul-rock band THE JIMI HEN
DRIX EXPERIENCE will be in
the Bay Area the end of this
week through Saturday night.
They will follow this Sunday
with an outdoor concert in
Sacramento at the Cal Expo
Fairgrounds.
FIRST CONCERTS
THIS YEAR
This will be their first series
of concerts in Northern Cali
fornia this year, and unusually
large audiences are expected.
For those interested in tickets
for any of these concerts it is
suggested that you contact the
various music stores and boxoffice agencies in this area,
such as the Weberstown Box
Office.
The HENDRIX EXPERIENCE
has been for several years one
of the most discussed and most
pace-setting groups in contem
porary music. Although Hendrix is a black and involves a
lot of soul style and blackoriented ideas In his music, he
has also worked in elements of
rock and roll-and-roll, along
with a number of unique inno
vations.
INNOVATIONS
He has, in so doing, develop
ed a style and music that are
very much with-it yet also high-

ly personalized. Much of his
work is thus naturally contro
versial and often criticized, but
his role as an innovator in mod
ern music and his prominence
as an entertainer are hardly
open to question. For example,
it was Hendrix who helped to
popularize and explore through
his own music the incorpora
tion of feedback and feedbackdouble-tracking.
ALBUMS
THE JIMI HENDRIX EXPER
IENCE has had three albums,
all hits. The first was ARE YOU
EXPERIENCED, followed at in
tervals by AXIS: BOLD AS
LOVE and ELECTRIC LADY
LAND. A fourth album was re
leased last year with most of
the group's hit songs on it: It
is called appropriately, SMASH
HITS. Through listening to
these albums in sequence, it is
possible to hear the develop
ment of the Hendrix style and
detect some of his more import
ant contributions to current
music.
MORE INNOVATION
The concerts this coming
weekend certainly will reflect
the entire Hendrix style and
may introduce to us more in
novations from the musically
unique individual that is Jimi
Hendrix. They should be, in any
case, unique experiences.

PHONE
464-1313

4100 So. Hwy. 99
STOCKTON

OPEN 7:00

SHOW: 7:30

Held Over Second Big Week
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SOLOMON

The Amazing Adventures of
Dr. Laurence J. Peter in Pacificland
"In a hierarchy, every employee tends to rise to
his own level of incompetence"—The Peter Prin
ciple, as formulated by Dr. Laurence J. Peter (THE
PETER PRINCIPLE, by Dr Laurence J. Peter and
Raymond Hull, Bantam Books, New York, N.Y.,
19691

The above quote is the central theme of a recently .? ^^ans
book whcih I believe is one of the most worthwhile and perhaps
important hooks to be published m America m rece i y
.
purports to be the first work in a new social science founded by
its co-author, economist and socialogist Dr. Laurence .
•
This new social science is called hierarchology, that is the stuay
of hierarchies and bureaucracies. Dr. Peter is
L.d/or
cerned with the process of advancement in status, duties Mid/
salary in these systems. He makes a number of observations that
I, and I am sure numerous others have made on contemporary
society hut have not had the abilities or perhaps the inclination
to set forth in print.
For example, in our own University of the Pacific, to say
nothing of American politics and government m recent years. we
have been made increasingly aware of the truth of an old adage,
"It is not what you know but who you know." That is,°ne my
tend to rise—in the hierarchy where he exists—to that post
where he is no longer able to function competently by
use or
Pull Dr. Peter gives a short hierarchological definition,
employee's relationship-by blood, marriage or acquaintance
with a person above him in the hierarchy.'" This °0V®1S
famed American tactics as marrying the bosss daughter, apple
polishing and hoot-licking. Pull is far more effective than Push,
because the latter involves what you know, and thus tends
spire fear in your superiors that you are after their jo s r
than inspire them to help you earn promotions and raises, o
course, one must keep in mind that no one ever is promoted
above his level of incompetence, whether this job is University
President, corporate president, or head janitor. This is a basic law
of hieirarchology.
However, it is possible for an incompetent who becomes too
irritating to those with whom he works or too unpopular with
his public (whether this be a university community, a whole
country's electorate, or a Board of Directors) to perform wha;
Dr Peter terms the Lateral Arabesque. This is a "psuedo-promotion consisting of a new title and a new work place." That is,
an incompetent at his level of incompetency may be promoted
sidewards but never upwards. High-level promotions such as this
often involve no change of salary and can result in a man who
once managed others being in charge of an obscure, often non
existent project all alone. When salary changes are involved it
still represents no real promotion, but merely an attempt by the
heirearchy involved to disguise from its public the performance
of a Lateral Arabesque. Examples that come to mind at once are
the naming of a Regional Sales Manager as Divisional Special
Vice President for Inter-Office Duplicate Memos, or the naming
of a particularly inept Department Chairman in a university
to an unusually vague office such as Dean of Inter-Collegiate
Artistic Relations or Special Assitant to the Academic Vice Presi
dent for Student Teaching Affairs. Another form of the Lateral
Arabesque is to switch the incompetent's public from, say, his or
her faculty colleagues (who detest his or her inactivity) to the
student body (who are as yet unaware of the weaknesses of the
new Dean of Student Affairs.)
In a particulary apt chapter on hierarchology in politics the
authors tell us how such persons as minor appointees (e.g., Assisttant California Secretary of Agriculture for Navel Orange Dental
Care) and Party National Committee members rise in obscurity to
one day, suddenly, he thrust upon our television screens as per
sons of great influence over our government. This is due basic
ally to a union of Pull, a talent for stuffing envelopes and some
times the Lateral Arabesque. At last we know why a former White
House News Secretary that we though fired for his indiscretions
turns up a year or so later as U.S. Senator from Tennessee or
Under-Secretary of State for Secret Dispatches. He was really
popular in the White House, but he had to be moved to save the
President's public image after an unlucky incident.
In closing, let me leave you with one thought, one little seed
of doubt for your minds: "Have you or anyone else you know
reached your or their level of incompetence?" Read THE PETER
PRINCIPLE and find out .
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Now in Stock
A CONEY ISLAND
OF THE MIND
By
Lawrence Ferlinghetti

(Pacific
• MAGAZINES
a NEWSPAPERS

1833 Pacific Avenue
OPEN
Friday & Saturday till 11:00
7 days a week till 10:00

462-6616

We Want You To Join Our Church

A*

An

Ordained Minister
And Have The Rank Of

Doctor of Divinity
» are a non-structured faith, undenomina'na| with no traditional doctrine or dogma,
v fast growing church is actively seeking
V ministers who believe what we believe;
j men are entitled to their own convictions;
seek truth their own way, whatever it
-jy be, no questions asked. As a minister of
* church, you may:
1 Start your own church and apply for ex
emption from property and other taxes.
2. Perform marriages, baptism, funerals and
all other ministerial functions.
3. Enjoy reduced rates from some modes of
transportation, some
theaters,
stores,
hotels, etc.
i Seek draft exemption as one of our work
ing missionaries. We will tell you how.
^close a free will donation for the Minister's
edentials and license. We also issue Doctor
Divinity Degrees. We are State Chartered
id your ordination is recognized in all 50
rates and most foreign countries. FREE LIFE
1IURCH

JOX 4039, HOLLYWOOD,

FLORIDA 33023.

FREE
With this coupon—to all
Pacific Students—$1.00 off

on any large Pizza
eaten at Dino's
Open 11 a.m.-l 1 p.m
We have a terrific
all-Italian Menu.
ANNOUNCING—We are getting

BEER

DINO'S
across from Bruener's
next to the Hide-a-way on
Hammer Lane.

Portnoy's Complaint Is
Frank, Funny and Disgusting
by Roberta Dill
Portnoy's Complaint by Philip
Roth is the most obscene book
I have ever read. It is, how
ever, well-written. It is pepper
ed with every obscenity ever
heard and many Yiddish words
which most goyim (non-Jews)
have never heard. It is frank
and funny, although I was at
many points torn between
amusement and disgust.
WITTY AND WEARY
The book is written in an
autobiographical style and con
sists of Alexander Portnoy's life
story as told to his psychoana
lyst Dr. Spielvogel. Portnoy be
gins by telling how he wor
shipped his mother when he
was a child, and goes on to des
cribe his relationship with his
parents. A major part of Port
noy Complaint is taken up by
Portnoy's discussion of his fath
er's constipation, his own masturbational practices, and his
appairs with women when he
became an adult. It can be said
that a good deal of this novel
concerns Alexander Portnoy's
sex habits, hut to say just this
and nothing else would he more
than superficial; it would be
unfair to the hook. Half of the
novel is filled by his conversa
tions with his parents and his
thoughts about them—not all is
obscenity. His profanity, when
he employs it, is well-chosen
and appropriate to the situa
tion.
Long passages describing Por
tnoy's familiar relationships al
ternate with other equally
lengthy sections explicitly des
cribing his methods of mastur
bation. He may start talking
about going to a burlesque thea
ter, and then interrupt his story
to recount all the possible imag
ined consequences which that
action might have. Philip Roth
has an entertaining style, but
by the time Portnoy had finish
ed his reverie and returned to
what originally had set his
paranoid imagination in mo
tion, I had forgotten the sub

WE WILL REGULATE AND INSPECT CPCEI
YOUR WATCH • 1% fc
•
st brinq in your Watch with this Card any time within
: next 10 days and our Expert Watch Repairman will:

^ Check Crystal and Cement It
^ Check and Clean the Dial
4: Check and Polish Case
Properly Time It
I at no cost to you-Absolutely free with this cord.

GUARANTEED
Watch Repair

OUR WATCHMAKER
UJY

|S QN d

SPECIALIZING IN

24-HOUR SERVICE

TO SERVE YOU

WEBERSTOWN MALL—STOCKTON
4950 PACIFIC AVE.

ject and had become bored with
the rambling digression. I began
to lose interest halfway through
the book; after hearing the first
few diatribes of his overprotective, domineering and self-sacri
ficing Jewish mother, their con
versations all began to sound
the same. As there is also very
little action in Portnoy's Com
plaint the novel can become
dull at times.
THE COMPLAINT
Portnoy's Complaint is defin
ed following the title page as
"A disorder in which stronglyfelt ethical and altruistic im
pulses are perpetually warring
with extreme sexual longings,
often of a perverse nature."
Such is the character of Alex
ander Portnoy. He was an ex
tremely good child, but he was
still not perfect enough for his
mother. She was the prototype
of the Jewish mother described
in Dan Geenburg's humorous
How to be a Jewish Mother.
She and her husband made
Alex feel guilty every time he
did something they thought
wrong. She never left him alone
for a minute. As Portnoy notes,
his life with her seemed to be
a succession of "watch-its" and
"be-carefuls." He lived in an
apartment building where his
mother was vying with all the
other Jewish mothers to be "the
patron saint of self-sacrafice."
Fear of all non-Jews had been
instilled in him by his parents;
hysteria and superstition per
vaded his growing years. Alex
grew up to be so repressed and
inhibited that fear and shame
resulted every time he did
something of which he knew
his parents disapproved. When
he does something wrong, he
constantly imagines authority
figures condemning him, and
then calculating his defense.
In everything he says Port
noy's complete frustration is
felt by the reader. Roth is par
ticularly adept at describing the
freaky little things that every
one imagines when thinking
about the act they are engaged
in. Alexander Portnoy's inner
thoughts are completely open to
the reader.
VALUABLE BOOK
To some, Portnoy's Complaint
may seem pornographic, but I
think that pornography must
be titillating, which this novel
is not. It may be a little gamy,
but its redeeming social value
is clear. It is a witty, angry pro
test against that form of overprotective parenthood called
Jewish motherism.
I can't say that I entirely en
joyed reading the book, but I
did find Portnoy's conversa
tions with his mother and the
dialogues with the imaginary
authority figures as funny as
they were sad. I can say that
reading this novel is a unique
work of a talented writer and
portnoy's Complaint is a masterful literary work written in
a genre which only the spirit of
our times could produce.

New Peace Corps
Book Is Pointless
tive, one can only describe it as
bitter and very biased. Even
worse, it is notably monotonous
and inexpressive. Only in those
few passages where the author
describes the physical beauty of
the mountains, the rivers, the
by Charles Solomon
beaches, and the jungles of Ec
The author of this most un uador does he write enjoybale
usual work was portrayed in the descriptive prose.
book as a middle-aged chicken
While I have nothing against
farmer from Red Bluff, Califor chicken farmers, nor against
nia. A follower of the late Presi Red Bluff, California, nor even
dent Kennedy, he was so struck against persons over the age of
by the brilliance of the Peace thirty as a general grouping of
Corps idea that in 1965, at age people, from almost any view
forty-eight, he joined up.
point it would seem that Mr.
After the usual rigorous Peace Thomsen was not suited to the
Corps training, which the auth Peace Corps and should have
or seems to view with a half- stayed in Red Bluff with the
contemptuous, half-mocking at chickens, especially since this
titude, he is sent to a remote would seem to be the author's
village on the coast of Ecuador. own conclusion about his career
En route he encounters with overseas. It must be confessed,
bitter humor, and a very per however, that I wonder why he
sonal resentment, an inefficient chose three times to extend his
bureaucratic government, the term-ofservice if he felt he was
defects of which he apparently unsuited to the task.
feels stem from some basic in
In closing I can only say that
feriority of the Latin American
LIVING
POOR is perhaps the
people rather than from the
men currently in power or from most pointless book that I have
the nature of the modern state. ever read, and that I can rec
He takes personally every action ommend it only as a travelogue
of the bureaucracy which seems on the scenery (not the people—
to hinder his rapid progress to the author's bias intrudes here
ward his destination, using very unfavorably) of Ecuador.
them as excuses for why things
seem to go wrong for him al
most from the very start.
Throughout the book these
themes appear repeatedly: the
author's biased view of the peo
— at —
ple of Latin America as hope
lessly ignorant and less capable
of self-improvement than Amer
icans from North of the Mexi
can border; the alignment
against him of all the forces in New VAN MORRISON
power in the country, with local
SAVOY BROWN
Communist o r g a n i z a t i o n s
thrown in for good measure;
TEMPTATIONS
and the author's seemingly
THREE DOG
constant need to purge himself
of self-guilt for what he obvi
NIGHT
ously considers the results of
LIVE CREAM
his work being a failure.
For over three hundred bor
THE GUESS WHO
ing, aimless pages Mr. Thom
DELANEY
sen rambles on in this fashion
& BROWN
without ever once presenting a
single meaningful conclusion.
JETHRO TULL
The reader is left with a num
ber of questions that are not
TRAFFIC
answered and not a single, soli
tary piece of usable information
TEN YEARS
about the Peace Corps (presum
AFTER
ably the subject of this book).
The style of the writing is
LED ZEPPELIN
dull, awkward, and needlessly
New MCCARTNEY—$3.75
redundant. The author, even
considering the fact that he is
CROSBY, STILLS,
a farmer and a man of action
NASH &
rather than of words, uses
grammar and syntax which are
YOUNG
—to put it as kindly as possible
BEATLES,
quite peculiar. While the vo
8
HEY JUDE
cabulary used is cm the surface
admirably extensive, it seems a
HENDRIX
pity that the author too often
appears to be ignorant of the
Guitars — Amps — osters
accepted meanings and contexts
All Musical Needs
of the words he uses. Of course
the blame for all of this cannot
be entirely placed upon the writ
er—some literary editor some
where had a hand in permitting
this poorly written amorphism
to be published in its present
2312 Pacific - 948-0774
form.
As for the tone of the narra
LIVING POOR: A PEACE
CORPS CHRONICLE;
Author: Moritz Thomsen;
Publisher: University of
Washington Press, Seat
tle;
Price ($6.95)
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Spring Is In The Air;
Football Cannot Be Far Behind

Tiger Nine Sweeps Three
In need of wins to pull them
selves back into the WCAC
race, Coach Tom Stubb's Tig
ers took advantage of an im
portant Saint Marys club sweep
ing a three game set from the
Gaels.
Their first encounter showed
the Tigers scoring in all but
two innings as they routed the
Gaels 15-2. Leading the 17-hit
attack was Bob Buck who crack
ed three doubles and a single
while collecting four runs bat
ted in and scoring four times
himself. Meanwhile Mike Normoyle (three singles), Bob Carruesco (double and single), Ran
dy Phair (two singles) and Don
DeAmeral (a 360 foot homer)
each bolstered the Tigers of
fense.
The following day proved the
first time Pacific has been able

to master both ends of a doubleheader all year as they down
ed the Gaels 4-0 and 3-1.
The Tigei*s posted a four run
third inning, touched off by Bill
Bourne's key two run single, to
capture the first affair. Carruesco, John Carpenter, and Bour
ne each logged two hits.
Randy Phair's two run doublfe
In the first inning of the sec
ond game proved to he all Pa
cific needed in the brief seven
inning matchup. Don Devany
(double), Boume and Buck gath
ered the Tigers only other
safties.
Again the Tigers got two
route going performances from
their pitching staff as Steve
Lacki shut the Gaels out on just
six hits while Russ Antracoli
came back to post a win in the
nightcap allowing only four
safties.

CollegeMaster Athlete
of the Week

BILL BOURNE

CollegeMaster was proud to honor Bill Bourne as
the Athlete of the Week. In 4 games, one against
USF and three against St. Mary's, Bill had an ex
cellent week at the plate. Being at bat 13 times,
he collected 5 hits, 4 R.B.I.'s, and scored once.
In addition to his offense, Bill's defense was flaw
less as he held down third base with no errors.
Bill is a freshman from Northridge, California, and
a real asset for the UOP Tigers.
CollegeMaster Representatives
Gary Duquette & Ron Lazaro
1111 W. Robinhood Suite X
Stockton, Calif.

478-5827

Trophy Compliments of Herm Urendas Aloha Trophy House
1041 South Senter Street, Stockton

The 1970 version of the Uni
versity of the Pacific Football
Program offers many variations
from that of its predecessor. It
will be a team without 33 sen
iors. It will be directed by new
Head Coach, Homer Smith, who
has just taken over some 28
new junior college transfers
from all corners of the state.
The "70" unit will be without
nationally ranked people such
as, Bill Cornman returning
punts and kickoffs, or Steve
Schreoder's punting and 57 yard
field goals.

cific produced one quarterback
for each of the Super Bowl
teams and no less than six of
this year's seniors will give the
pro game a stab this coming
Fall. It is without question the
year that will start the last
phase of the total reconstruc
tion period of Tiger football.
Only 13 lettermen are return
ing and together with some halfdozen red shirts will fill the
immediate 22 starting spots for
the first contest on September
12 against the University of
Texas, at El Paso.

It also will be without it's en
tire offensive unit with the ex
ception of QB, John Reed, and
flanker, Honor Jackson. Its de
fensive unit that allowed the
least touchdowns rushing in the
country (three) and the fourth
lowest volume of rushing yard
age in the nation per contest
will only return four starters.

The depth, and maybe the
starters, are the transfers whom
Offensive Line Coach, Doug
Smith, calls "a strong crop of
JC players whom we are looking
forward to working with. We
have good size and the speed
seems to be as good or better
than in the past," he continued.
Minnesota Viking Quarterback
and Kicker, Bob Lee said, "This
is a really dedicated bunch and
Icertainly feel that in the short
time that I've had to meet and
be around the new Head Coach,
Pacific's future will become
brighter daily."

However, the wonderful world
of Disney is centered in the
California sun and so is prob
ably the finest Junior College
system in the nation. With that
in mind, the old staff, without
the new Head Coach, recruited
some of the finest student ath
letes in the state to continue
the momentum that was start
ed some four years ago.
No less than five rookies play
ed out the entire season in the
professional ranks in 1969. Pa

Netmen Suffer
by Bryon Cole
Things are going from bad
to worse for Coach Vern Altree
and his UOP tennis team. Re
sults of the squad's recent trip
south show that the Tigers drop
ped matches to Cal State LA
7-2, Cai State Long Beach 9-0,
and San Diego State 8-1.
Despite their dismal record,
this years squad is rated a
notch above last years group
which compiled a winning slate.
Most consistent performance as
of late have been turned in by
Pacific's Ron Wilhadal and Joe
Lancaster.
The Tigers are hoping their
luck will take a turn for the
better today as they continue
their hectic 27 match schedule
playing host to Sonoma State.
SEE HERE

PRESENTS IN SACRAMENTO

JIMI HENDRIX
FEATURES

EXPERIENCE

JIMI HENDRIX, MITCH MITCHELL, BILLY COX

SUN APRIL 26 3:00 PM
CAL EXPO OUTDOORS
M ADVANCE AT =
TICKETS $3.75

$3.75 Advance Tickets Available at WEBERSTOWN MALL BOX OFFICE
and TAPETOWN
The Day of the Show, TicketsAvailable for $4.50 at the Cal Expo Box Off.

INFO 483 3203 — PRODUCED BY CONCERTS WEST

In the way of personnel, the
Tigers, offensively, have return
ing quarterback and field gen
eral, John Reed, who last sea
son split the duties with Mick
ey Ackley. The other returning
starting berth will be held down

again by Honor Jackson. TE-j
6'2" senior will definitely be otv
of the finest receivers any
where. The rest of the positiarJ
will be filled by either "red
shirts" or some of the fine jun-f
ior college transfers. The of '
fensive line will see only or. •
returning le+terman, Steve Hub •
bard, a tackle who saw much;
action last year.
Just one season ago nearly#
every person who witnessed the
Tigers in action were amazed j p
with their ability to contain the! s
opposition. Graduation her el. :
also took its toll, but the mid
die of the defense returns. InI.
the middle up front are Steve 1 v
Simondi and Rick Lebherz, whol some called the "guard twins'
because time and again through
out the season, they togethe:
took apart offensive lines withl
their quickness and alert moves
Behind them is linebacker, Bobj
Crawford.
At the safety spot stand GregI Rutinalls at 6'2" and 205 lbs. fo
another season of one-on-one
demolition of wayward receiv j
ers.
The 1970 schedule could be
called without question, one of
the toughest in the schools glor
ious history. For example,
Louisiana State, Colorado State,
Texas at El Paso, San Diego j
State and others should give
the young and untried Tigres
all they can handle.

The annual SPORT Magazine
Campus Queen Contest has be
gun, and the University of the
Pacific has been chosen to of
fer a candidate for the 20th an
nual event. Emphasis of the
contest is placed on finding
well-rounded co-eds who are not
going to graduate in June of
this year.
Anyone who is interested is
encouraged to send a good pic
ture and a brief biographical
sketch, including age, height,
weight, measurements, home
town major, and ambitions for
the future to George Thomas,
who is the Sports Information
Director of UOP.

PACIFIC'S TENNIS program has taken on a new dimension
this season, as Doris Meyer has formed a team of women
who compete in the Northern Cal. Women's Intercollegiate
Tennis Federation. See story below for more information.

PACIFIC'S NEWEST
INTERCOLLEGIATE TEAM
For the first time in Pacific
history, the Women's tennis
team, coached by Doris Meyer,
is competing in a league with
girls from similar types of in
stitutions. After one match,
with the ladies of Mills College
of Oakland, the team has a
record of one tie.
The team competes in the
Northern California Women's
Intercollegiate Council, which
encompasses three individual
groupings, or leagues. Other
teams which join Pacific in
competition include Mills Col

lege, Sonoma State College, San
Francisco State, and Cal State
at Hayward.
At press time the squad had
compiled an overall 2-1-1 rec
ord, and were led by Twinkle
Daniel, number one singles play
er, and the top doubles team of
Jana Stewart and Karen Adams.
The team is anchored by three
seniors, Janeen Kilmer, Linda
Goodell, and Nancy Cunning
ham.
The next home match for the
Tiger females will be May 15
against Hayward State.

